
Player Owned Uniform Policy

SGBA will provide each player with (1) jersey top and (1) shorts upon the player's first year playing on a
travel team. This means that said player has been selected via tryouts and agrees to play on the team
appointed to. The first year could be at any grade but is the first year playing for SGBA travel. If a player
leaves and comes back they are not eligible for another free uniform.

Players may purchase another jersey for any reason including but not only for: new size, damage to
current uniform, lost, spare. If a uniform has been damaged or stained it is the player’s responsibility to
reach out to the equipment director and place an order for a replacement.

SGBA will keep a small quantity of spare uniforms on hand for emergency situations during the year.
These will be “borrowed” by the player while a new uniform is being made and must be returned to SGBA.
They will be a set number and not the players original number.

Each year prior to the season start, SGBA will hold a fitting time for players who wish to order a new
uniform or for new players getting their first uniform. This is typically, but not exclusively, held at tryouts
with the order being placed quickly thereafter. Any orders during the season will only be for emergency
needs.

Upon entering the league each player will submit their choices (3) for the number they wish to have in
priority order. The equipment director will assign numbers based on the numbers submitted. If there are
multiple players vying for the same number there will be a random selection to assign the number. The
other players will go to their second choice and the tie process will continue as previously stated. If a
player doesn’t get any of their 3 choices the equipment director will reach out with number options and if
no number selected in a reasonable time as stated in the communication will select a number for the
player. If a player is joining travel after the 3rd/4th grade year they will be informed of what numbers are
not already taken. Player numbers will be assigned to them till the conclusion of their SGBA playing time.
They will NOT be reassigned each year.

Available numbers are 1 thru 55 for each grade year

SGBA reserves the right to change uniform styles. This will likely only be the case if the current style is no
longer available and thus for consistency between players there is a need to replace all uniforms.


